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ACM PARTS AND NICASTRI RACING REV UP
FOR COLLISION EXPO 2017
ACM Parts is pulling out all stops for its Collision Expo stand this year, giving visitors
the chance to win a V8 hot lap and meet a Victorian speedway racing champion while
checking out the latest ACM Parts.
Fresh from winning the Victorian Late Model Title at Wangaratta City Speedway in
January, Ben Nicastri and his car will be a highlight of the event for racing buffs.
“Speedway racing has been a huge passion of mine for years,” Nicastri said.
“I’m stoked to finally be able to show off at the expo the late model racecar that’s been
a huge part of our team’s success on the track.”
Would-be racecar drivers who visit ACM Parts’ stand can also test their speed and skill
on the arcade classic – Ridge Racer, the fastest time winning a ground-splitting V8
Supercar hot lap.
ACM Parts CEO Mike Kirkman said the expo was a fantastic chance for visitors to go
into the running to win exciting prizes, while learning more about what ACM Parts has
to offer.
“ACM Parts has one of the biggest inventories of high-quality automotive parts in the
country, so we have curated a selection of our best recycled, OEM and ACM Certified
parts for visitors to discover at the expo,” Mr Kirkman said.
“As well as the arcade racing competition, ACM Parts is also running a daily prize draw
– just drop of your business card at our stand and you’ll go into the running to win a
$400 rugged Sangean utility radio.
“Come and visit ACM Parts at the Collision Expo for your chance to win amazing prizes
and the opportunity to learn more about what ACM Parts can do for you.”
ACM Parts is an Australian business committed to offering repairers an easy,
affordable alternative for sourcing parts.
It offers a wide range of high-quality parts to repairers and consumers, including
quality-checked recycled parts, ACM Certified Parts, and OEM parts.
Check out the ACM Parts stand at c28.
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